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Advanced Maintenance for 
the Renewable Energy Industry 
As a SunWize dealer, we offer solar 
and small wind turbines for business 
and residential sale. Sales support, 
Installation, repair and seNice after the sale 
are provided by Mechanical Solutions. 
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Forestry student Aaron Rector d1dn't want a 
desk JOb. So he worked for the Colorado State 
Forest Serv1ce where he spent 45 hours 1n the 
f1eld for every hour he spent 1n the off1ce He had 
plenty of t1me to analyze the forest ecosystems 
1n pla1n s1ght of lynx, badgers and bobcats. And 
he landed it thanks to the College of Agriculture 
and Li fe Sciences at Iow a State University. Our 
resources helped Aaron gain real-l1fe expenence 
to enhance h1s learn1ng and resume. And, for 
Aaron, that meant a career outs1de of the office 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Agriculture and life Sciences 




lhe SeCret to Finding Your Natural Gai in NE Iowa 
CABIN FEVER 
If camP.ing in the Yellow River State Forest 
is too chilly this time of year, then the nearby 
Natural Gait resort is your place for a cozy 
• weekend that is all about you. 
Owners Howard and Donna Bright bought 
a chunk of land along the Yellow River more 
than 20 years ago. "For the Woodland people, 
this was holy land," Bright says simply, 
spreading his hands to indicate the forested 
ridgeline where most of his cabins sit, and the 
dear trout stream below, where a fishing line 
looks big as boling wire. 
Standing on nearly 400 acres, the resort 
is horse-friendly, like most of this area, 
and includes the Brights' wildflower seed 
company, lon Exchange. The cabins 
aren't t~e light version found in most 
resorts, either. Their thick timbers, 
wood-burning stoves and reclaimed lumber 
and born P.ieces ore as comfortable as they 
ore beautiful, juttin~ from a lovely landscape 
in o way that ~egs for steaming coffee on the 
porch, or a rowdy round of cords of night. 
If you stay of the lon Inn, the original 
lodging next to the Brights' house, you can 
woke UP., cross the grovel rood and start 
fishing first thing in the morning. 
www. thenatu ralgait. com 
Call877-776-2208 
"A lot of the time when man comes in, he 
destroys the very thing he come to see/' 
Howard Bright says. "That didn't happen 
around here." 
A typical fall morning at the Natural Gait unfolds 
atop a high ridge, in a cabin overlooking farmland 
and streambeds. The slcy will turn pink, and then 
P.Urple, and so on, until o full electric blue 
illuminates the bright beauty of fall. 
This is the kind of day that'll convince you how 
important it is to get grounded in the land before 
you hove to entertain all those relatives at 
Thanksgiving, and then, seemingly minutes later, 
of Christmas. 
So whether it is before the holidays or if you 
need o rest afterwords, get out there, if only 
to hunker down in o cabin, its chinks lined 6y thick 
roP.e so the drafts can't diminish the efforts of 
o thick, popping fire in the stove. 
Hove o good time with your friends or o quiet, 
relaxing, more intimate time with that special 
person in your life. Dip into the treasure chest 
of nature that Allomokee County offers. 
Cook up o few trout with chonterelles on the 
side, relax and enjoy the peaceful surroundings 
and enjoy the holidays. 
91~ie·te· nalme pln~s 
a11d ~om heml sin1& ... 
~ou 'U want to, star ~w~d 
Mention this ad when reserving your cabin· receive 50% off your stay • Offer good on Sunday thru Thursday stays. Exp. 9/30/09 
USING NATIVES IN YOUR BACKYARD TO ATTRACT NATURE 4Jr 
Turn a swath of mowed yard · a desert for wildlife · into on inviting oasis for bunerflies and songbirds with hardy and colorful native 
perennials, all reared from remnants of Iowa prairie. Not only con you create lush habitat to beautify your property, ~ut you will help restore 
small plots of native prairie plants too. 
Bringing wildlife into your own yard is fun and unbelieveobly easy. You will be surprised by the amount of birds and bunerflies that will 
come. lon Exchange, Inc. is a native seed and plant nursery near Harpers Ferry that will carefully ship l-inch plugs or seeds that ore all 
native to Iowa, for you to create your backyard bird and buHerfly hoven. {article courtesy of Brian Button, Iowa Outdoors, Issue March/ April 2009) 
Bird and BuHerfly AHroctor Stations, Rain Gardens, Living Walls, Wonders of the Prairie Gorden or Urban Bird Gorden packages ore all available . 
... To order can: 1-800-291-2143 or online at www.i.Q_nxchange.com 


SCOTT DANKOF 1., a caver and mt•mbt•r 
f II• :\ati,11 I~~ ·leologil'al Societ) and 
'IIH· l<m a (,rotto for mort· than 20} ears. 
lit- has photographed cave., ior 25 ~ear-.. and 
pholo·donunent<>d thl' passage-.. ol Cold\\ att•r 
l avt• sinn· l~IH7. \\'ht·n not caving in lo\\a, 
ht tnJoys hiking in Colorado and L'tah, 
and padcll mg in northern Arkansas. 
Ill- livvs in (,mnt•s. 
\\'ht n lw's nut braving the backroads of (o\\a, 
MIKE BUTLER dodgt•s falling silver maple tn•t• 
.unhs 111 tlw Iron I yard and paddles whitt'\\ alt'r 
strl'ams in tlw ha"l'llll'nt of hi., Des .\!oint'" 
homt h.t t 1 t p 1\ 1tl h1s travels and tn\' 1it... at 
http //web mac com/m/Chaelabutler 
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* TOOLESBORO 
,, 
• LOUISA COUNTY 
While Jcosser known than the famed Effigy Mounds 
larther north, the mounds at Toolesboro Mounds State 
l'n·scrve were built centuries earlier and contained 
human r<:>ma1ns and a \'.ealth of elaborate grave goods. 
Start your v1s1l at the -;mall museum. where just inside. 
a timeline -;pans the past 13,000 years since the Ice 
.Agt Iowa's entire human history is documented on this 
ovt•llook, a short distance from whert> the Mississippi 
and Iowa 1 ivcr<; meet. 
Two mounds, excavatrd in the late 1ROOs, contained 
pipes in the shape of a cluck, prairie chicken and a cat-like 
animal thought to be a lynx or cougar, as well as pots, 
mica sheets. marine pearls and shells from the Gulf of 
~kxico. shark teeth from the Chesapeake Bay and a 
"i[H'<:tacular copper axe or adze, says Lynn Alex. director 
of t•ducation and outn•ach with the stale archeology 
olfin· at The University qf Iowa. The original pirces are 
housed at the Putnam Museum in Davenport, but detai led 
rt"productions arc on display at th e small museum 
adjacent the mounds. 
I'he ancient Hopewell people built mounds from 200 
LOUISA COUNTY CONSERVATION BOARD 
Museum hours 12:30-4:30 p.m. Tues-Sun from 
Memorial Weekend to Labor Day. From Labor Day 
to Oct. 31, weekends only. Grounds always open. 
Outdoor informational k1osk. 
319-523-8381 • www.naturallylouisacounty.com 
FREE, but donations accepted 
B.C. to 100 A.D. and left evidence of a complex trading 
system-Rocky Mountain ob"iclian used for points, knives 
and scrapers, copper pins used to scl ure burial shroud" 
and other 1tems from the Appalachian ~1ountains and the 
Atlantic Coast. the Gulf and Lake ~uperior. 
Unlike the I:ffigy Mounds (700-1300 A.D.) upriver. the'>e 
mounds all contained human n'matns Bodies were placed 
in the mounds on a clay subfloor, either in a seated or prone 
position in log tombs. Over this, layers of earth, day, sand 
and gravel were piled into mounds-the largest 100 feel 
in dianwt<'r and 8 feet high-po""ibly Iowa's largest. Two 
mounds an' in a mowed area. tlH rest vi'>ible in a timber 
Watch a short video in the museum on archeological 
techn1que. spend a half-hour n•v•< \'.tng photos and 
displa} s, then chat with an interpreter about local ancient 
life Enjoy a bluff-top picnic lunrh and visit a small 
reconstructed prairie with shooting stars blooming in 
Apri l and May. View the mounds from inside the museu m 
during inclement wea ther, or stro ll 30 feet outside and 
take a look and mull the my..,tery ol an ancient lifestyle 
here, 2.000 years ago. 
WWW.IOWADNR.GOV 7 
Many advances rn public health are hyg1ene related Cleaner food, water and 
homes helped reduce the burden of d1sease and rncreased life expectancy. 
So 1t IS 1r0n1c to advocate the med1onal advantages of d1rt, bactena and 
rntesunal worms. 
Yet a body of research rnd1cates that eatrng d1rt IS good for you -even 
tf you don't frnd 1t on the food pyramrd Th1s school of thought, the hyg1ene 
hypothesis, focuses on ev1dence that bactena, v1ruses and espec1ally 
paras1t1c worms can produce a healthy 1mmune system Not only does 
1t strengthen the system by requ1nng It to work, some studieS suggest 
rntestrnal worms correct an 1mmune system gone awry 
So someone w1th an autoimmune d1sorder, allerg1es and even asthma 
may benefit from a d1et rich in produce stra1ght from the organrc garden. 
When a ch1ld drnes au natural, so to speak, 1t allows the rmmune system to 
respond and prepare for other more serious tasks down the road. Another 
theory states the reason a child w1ll pass up a Jar of baby food, a lusc1ous 
apple or a fi let mrgnon for a clump of d1rt IS that we have, over eons, been 
programmed to do so as part of our evolutionary rnst1nct . 
But there IS a problem. We now live ultra-clean lives wrth unforeseen 
consequences. Some of the studies originate here rn Iowa. Dr. Davrd Elliott, 
a gastroenterologrst and rmmunologrst at The Unrvers1ty of Iowa, asserts 
some rntestrnal worms, like the helmrnth, have gotten a bad rap. In our rush 
to get rrd of parasites, developed (or perhaps overdeveloped) countr1es may 
have elrm1nated a creature more ally than enemy. There are other agents 
that tngger the rmmune system like bacterra and vrral rnfect1ons, but Ell1ott 
believes the best Mpartner" may be a paras1te. 
At the end of the MWar of The Worlds," machrnes are strewn about 
London, their martian dnvers serving as a buffet for crows. They were slarn 
by bacterra •after all man's dev1ces had falled."Wrrter H. G. Wells referred to 
these allres as "the humblest things that God, rn hrs w1sdom, has put upon 
thrs earth" Currently we may be evolvrng into creatures sim il ar to those 
martrans ones lackrng 1mmunrty through interactron 
My past art1cles only scratched the surface of the health benefits of parks 
and the outdoors. Not on ly are they good to play rn, they are good to eat 
I remember gorng barefoot and eatrng w1th dir ty hands. Dr El l1 ott wou ld 
prescrrbe such condrtion He notes that farm ch1ldren frequently exposed 
to worms and organ1sms are much less li kely to develop allerg1es and 
auto1mmune drseases Cat and dogs also have a posrt ive role. 
So there you have it, one more reason to enJOY Iowa parks M1ght I 
suggest R1ce Lake, Honey Creek and Walnut Woods? They sound delicious, 
don't they' Just save Yellow River Forest t1ll t he k1ds are grown 
Tim Lane is the fitness consultant u•ith Iowa 's Dept. of Public Health . 
A marathoner, form er National Skt Patrol director, climber and 
t·ollryball coach, he has cycled across America and ts a rrgular 
on RA GHRAI. llr helped design and promotes l.ivl' Ht•althy Iowa. 
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chii:Jren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A. j ay Winter educates up to 2 0 ,000 Iowa children 
each yea r as th e D \ R 's train ing sprcialist at 
th e Spnngbrook Conservation Education Center. 
Why do fishing lures 
come in so many colors? 
- SHAWNA IN SHELL ROCK 
Therl' i-. no doubt o.;ome truth to till' ·saying "the wobblt· 
catche .... the fi..,h the color catclw .... the angk•r." But am 
.... t·a.,oned angler who ha .... l'mptied a tacklt' box bt-fon• findi ng 
the one lure that \\ork .... will o.;ay color matll·r-.. 
H O\\ the fi.,h o.;ec ll , ..., a differt'nt tall' A fi o.;h mu"'t 
ha\e at least two com n II type .... in it-. e~ l'"" to "L't' col [)r 
Bottom-dweller-. like catfi...,h haw ont• com• and onh .... u:' 
.... hades of gra) Bluegill..., and ba...,..., haw two, and L an o.;ec 
blach. brown-.. green .... and rl·d ...,hallow \\ atl• r fro.;h like 
trout. having four cone.,, can o.;ee ,til color ..... inLludmg 
those 1n the ultraviolet o.; p(•ctru m 
Why, when and ho\\ a !hh n·ach to lure color vane" 
Water fil ters light, to the point a light beam directed mto 
the water will eventually dio.;appear a.., rttravl'l-. dow nward . 
Color" become undetectable b; dl•pth , loswg red-. first. 
then oranges. followed by) ellows and blue-. 
If you fish deep water. color won't matter because fish 
can't "'ee them. or they have faded beyond rL·cogmtron 
At \\hat point colors change or disappt'ar altogt•ther vanes. 
dependent upon water color and clarit) , wind and light 
conditions. time of day. availabk light and lure depth. 
L"e this rule· bright color .... on bright dayo.;, darker. 
mort' natural colors on overc a"t d<n..., \J<,...,t important '" 
to match lure color'' 1th a\ailabk loragL and food chorce 
Chasing '"alleyes or pike in a (Wrch-fill('d lakt ' l hoose a 
fire tiger or orange red 'yello'' rombo I .lkt• loaded with 
mwnows or shad' (,o '\river 'lou an bette• off trying to 






A swell1ng myth that t1cks drop from trees or jump from nearby 
bushes to attack their would-be hosts has been crawling around for 
decades, but 1t 1sn't a hard tale to crack. 
Unlike the mosquito, ticks cannot fly, nor can they JUmp or hop. 
In order for a tick to get to the top of a t ree to position themselves 
for an aerial at tack, they would have to crawl up the tree, keep a 
watchful eye on their prey from atop the1r treetop fortress (wh1ch 
would be quite a feat cons1denng t1cks can't see) and then pounce 
at the exact moment a would be host happened by. From a t1ck's 
vantage point, t his would be comparative to a human scaling the 
Emp1re State Building, t hen d1ving off without a parachute to hit 
a target with the accuracy of a bombardier 
Ticks do not climb far above ground level Instead, they 
Other than an absolute lack of light, speleothems are 
what make caves so otherworldly. Speleothems, Greek for 
caue creatwns. are formations in karst land regions such 
as northea ... t Iowa, known for its fractured lime.;;tone As 
water moves through the porous limestone, it dissolves 
calcite and carbon dioxide. When the water emerges into 
an air-filled cavern, the carbon dioxide pops out of the 
liquid like bubbles from your favorite carbonated beverage, 
h·aving the calcite to cling to cavern walls. 
Over hundreds and thousands of years, depending upon 
where and how the water emerges-as a drip from the 
ceiling, as a trickle through a fissure in the ceiling, a" flow 
aero"" a wall. or a spring-like emergrnce in the floor-the 
formations build, grow and change. Formations come in a 
vat iety of colors, due to mineral impurities in the calcite. 
IRON can turn formations BLOOD REO, MANGANESE can 
turn them BLACK and SILT can turn them BROWN. Pure 
ealnte can be a brilliant white. 
SODA STRAW Delicate formations that hang from the 
~ROM TREES 
pos1t10n themselves on low hanging brush (nymphs: 4- to 6-inch 
vegetation, adults wa1st-htgh vegetat1on) and wait for an an1mal 
to brush by them Ticks can sense vibrations. odor and carbon 
d1ox1de em1ss1ons of the host They then grasp fur, sktn or clothing, 
and crawl up the body. Ticks wil l wander on the body for 30 to 60 
minutes before they tnsert their mouth parts and begin to feed . 
Accord1ng to an Iowa State Un1vers1ty report,''Ticks don't find you, 
you find tteks If you miss contacting a tick by a fraction of an inch, you 
m1ss 1t all together;· says Ken Holscher, ISU extens1on entomologist. 
This myth IS engorged to say the least and IS an allegory that 
really gets under our skin. A tick w1 ll on ly unsuspectingly pounce on 
you from atop the1r treetop fortress "when t1cks fly;' which has been 
scheduled for the second Tuesday of never 
C<'iling, these brittle formations are shaped like 
their namesakes. 
s ... 
I L Hang from the ceiling, but are larger 
and some,a,.·hat stronger than straws. 
STALMGIVIITt Grow from the floor up, below stalactites. 
COL .... r"~:. These result from the joining of a stalactite 
and a stalagn11te 
.... Pressurized water in the limestone can 
cause these formations to grow horizontally and at 
helter-skeltcr angles. 
... Created by even sheet" of water across 
walls or pttched angles, Oowstone spreads across walls 
and mounds in caves. 
DRAPED Caused by cracks in the ceiling. these 
formations look like the curtains in } our living room. 
onl} harder. 
- - - - - - ~ GOT A QUESTION? Send to. ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR /OWA.GOV +-- - - - - - -
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TIPS, TRICKS, HOW-TO AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
Obey_New Law & 
Stay Water Safe 
/\. JW\\ law rn place ...,tnce May 2008 
requues children 12 and younger to wear 
V ~ Coast Guard-approved life jacket~ 
while 111 boat~ underway. Jacket~ don't do 
much good. though, if they arc improperly 
fitted. 01 \\orse, not worn Match the 
JCH. kct's \H'Ight and size listtng wrth the 
US('(, cllld try them on in the store. Hold 
arm" tlbove head and ha\e ~omeone pull 
jat ket upward. It should remam snug. 
below the neck cl!ld chin without n~ing. 
For kids. look for pc ro..;onal flotation 
devices with crotch strap ... For adult-; 
uncomfortable with traditional jackl ts 
try tlw~e that :-;ell-inflate when wet. 
DON'T LET 11 
1EMMUSS 
Zebra mussels and other aquatrc pests 
have invaded a number of state and 
national water bod res Once colon1zed, 
they can foul beaches, destroy fish 
spawning grounds and filter out v1rtually 
all algae, leav1ng no food for larval fish 
and Invertebrates By takmg JUSt a few 
simple precautions, boaters can help 
keep Iowa waters safe 
Zebra mussels and the1r larvae can live 
for days 1n the water 1n your boat. Thus, 
after each trip Inspect your boat and 
remove any vis1ble mud, plants, fish or 
an1mals Clean and dry anything that 
has touched the water. Power wash 
you r boat or walt five days before it goes 
mto another waterbody Dram water 





~...--.-~===:-'--=-- Life With No Hang-ups 
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Paddlers and river boaters can avoid getting hung up on rocks and 
sandy bottoms by learning to read river currents. Vee shape currents 
that point downstream indicate a slightly deeper course through 
shallower passages. Boating or paddling through the vee-current can 
keep you from dragging bottom. A vee that points upstream is a t1p to 
avoid submerged rocks or other obstruction. 
--
w KING FOR WATERFOWL 
MARSHALL VANDER LINDEN, CLIVE 
Avid hunte r creates habitat for wood ducks one box at a time 
fvlost door-to-door salesr~er> don't have the record Marshall Vander L r'den does 'VIrtually no one 
turns me down; he says of his cold-ca l1ng efforts over the ast c;evcn years Dnv1ng Iowa's rural 
roads. he pulls over when he spots the perfect pond for a wood duck nestmg box. Working with 
t11mc pr1vate landowners and on public lands, he's established almost 60 boxes to provide nestrng 
ht1b1tat for waterfowl. The Des Moines River Greenbelt, just north of the ctty, offers passing ducks 
:?4 boxes that Vander Lrnden rnstalled and ma1nta1ns 'Without h1s help, proJeCts like this would be 
d1ff1c ult for us to ma1nta1n and monitor; says Kim Olofson, park manager at B1g Creek State Park. 
Vander L1nden Installs boxes built by h1mself or volunteers a good way to f1ll those 1cy February 
weckel'ch and returns each year to place nesting materral and check for broken egg shells, 
d sure c;1qn of hatched ducklings. "I really enJOY open1ng up th(> box fhen you know what your 
)uc E'">'> 'lac; been." l'e says L ke any good salesman, he mc1kes follow up calls, lettrng landowners 
K'lOW abo-.~t successful hate 'les. "It raises awareness n terms of whdt's go1Pg or around them, and 
I rn t:'(>tnq IT'OrE. wood due ks flying around. I feell1ke I've had on IIT'pact."Vander L1nden says. He's 
so xpdn l1ng t11s tern tory, worKing w1th county e Ol"servat on boards 1n so..Jthern Iowa to ident1fy 
sp t •t t could .J'iE' duck boxes But tre real l1fe accountant rs ust a life lonq hunt(>r tryrng to g1ve 
so•n tl 1nq bat K to the ot.tdoors ·Most people t'ave good H'tent1om. but the t., ng m1ss1ng IS the 
frrst st J1 of a t on Just do one thing; he says 
SHARING A 
WENDELL SCHROEDER, DUBUQUE 
Commercial fis he rma n brings rive r lesso ns to e nthused children 
As part of a fam1ly that has fished .Hrd lrved along the Mississippi River s1nce 1842, Wendell Se hroeder 
IS makrng sure future generattom know the Great River A volunteer at the National MISSISSippi R1ver 
Museum and Aquarium rn Dubuque s1nce 1ts 2003 opening, Schroeder spends hrs wrnter weekends 
tell1ng k1ds about h1s ltfe l'> r1 c ommerc1al f1sherman He helps out at the local fish1ng derby, helprng 
k1ds hook the1r f1rst f1sh II(> travelc; to ared c;ehools, show1ng first through th1rd graders hoop nets, 
turtle nets, turtle shells. claws, teeth and pelts "It's fun talking to people about the r1ver -It's been a 
part of my life for a lonq t1me. says <;c hroeder, who has helped h1s fam1ly f1sh the rrver s.nce he was 
7 "He's the real deal He's do.n(] tills bee,llJse he loves what he does and he wants to share those 
experrences w1th everyon(:, says ,ohn Sutter With the museum. Growu'g up along the r1ver, Schroeder 
takes the rrver s health serrouc;ly ar'd IS en ouraqed by people genuinely rntE>rested rn help1nq the 
rrver. "When r qrew up, the r,vE>r really was the Muddy M1SSISS1pp1, but the rrver 1!. getttP<J cleaner and 
cleaner; he says For h1s pffort ,, ';,r t roed(>r was ramed Volunteer of the Year by the Dubuque County 
H1storrcal Soc1ety and rec.e1ved il Governor\ Vo unteer Award rn 2007 Whtle Se hroed(>r was ·ecstatic· 
to rece1ve those award<;. the real rE'W<Hd comes from students' thank you notes and dr aw1ngs for Ius 
frrdge, know11'19 "trey II rernt>Mber ths swtl forever" 
OKING KIDS ON FISHING 
BRAD FREIDHOF, CORALVILLE 
Johnson County na turalis t ge ts kid s and adults fi sh ing, learning a bout nature 
Just onp brq f1sh IS all you need, says Brad Freidhof, to get someone hooked on f1shrng and 
rntHe ltd rn the world around them. "I'm amazed at how Itt tie people can know about their 
outdoors and the environment we lrve in;· says the Johmon County naturalist. He saw a lot of krds 
not spend r·q ttme outdoors and without mentors to take them frshrnq lo help, Fre1dhof hosts 
proqrar·ls at F W Kent Park west ofTiffin, and works w1th schools cJnd c rty parks and recreation 
dcpartP'H nts •o qet urbanites-both krds and adults frshrnq. By stoc krnq f1sh 1n urban ponds, 
r rov.rt1n CJ poles to check out and holding proorams and events, word of f1sh1ng opportunities 
1n ,01 r son C..ounty s larger commun1t1es IS qurckly spreadlr>CJ Know ng that there are many 
th1r1s rn t.,e outdoors that rnterest people Fre1dhof sees d Window to 'elate conservarror and 
tht t rv1ronn'ent "As an argler, I love to take a krd out that May have <~ever been f1sh1ng Getttng 
to c;ee that K <1 c ate h a huge bass-- he IT'ay remember that for tl'e rest of I 1'> 1fe; he1dhof says. 
W tt'J adults, Its havtr>q that 'I ght bulb rrwment'where they get a better understard1ng of things. 
You Ccl'l see 1n the1r eyes that they now have ar ooportun.ty to 'Tldke a d1ff(>r(>nce and have an 
under ta11drng of what trey can do lndrvrdt.ally"ln the surnmer. Fre1dhof can work wnh 60 to 1 SO 
I< de, r E r day He's affected so many l,ves, gettrnq people 1nvolved 1n nature, says John<;on County 
or S(>rvatton Board D1rettor Harry Graves. He has an nsprr at1onal qualtty 
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A drive through the Loess Hills Scenic Byway is 
like no other, unless of course you travel to Central 
China, where the only other loess topography of this 
magnitude exists. It's even better when you do it on 
two wheels instead of four. Just stay on designated 
tra1ls to protect the frag1le soil and ecosystem Take 
t1me to soak m the scenery, mcluding ample wildlife 
and rare wildflowers, like turkeys and the 1 0-petal 
blazmg star. 
'These bluffs are a great curiosity." 
Railroad entrepreneur john Insley Blair's words, upon catching his first glimpse of Iowa's scenic Lor"" IIi lis 
in 1863, still ring true toda} Although there's no mystery 
an} more about why these soaring bluffs formed above 
a roughly 200-mile band along the otherwise nat, broad 
plains of westt•rn Iowa near the Missouri River, they 
remain a curio.,.ity and wonder to residents and visitors 
from all over the country The hills around Sioux C1ty are 
<. speciall} rugged and offer breathtaking trails to h1ke and 
mountain bike. But the trip is no less exciting for those 
who prefer lo sightsee by car or motorcycle, or for history 
buffs. For here, the Lewis and Clark Trail comes alive 
., 
Driving Stone State Park's winding roads, a loop within the 
Loess Hills N a tiona! Scenic Bywa), provide an excellent 
introduction to Siouxland's natural beauty. The park's west 
entrance is easily accessed by driving north of Sioux City 
on I-29 for a couple of mi les, then north on State Jlighway 
12 for a few more miles. Once inside the park, you'll climb 
through den"'e woodlands and will likely catch glimpses of 
prancing wild turkey and white-tailed deer. 
The way to the Dakota Point Overlook offers several 
roadside benches and stunning vistas of the Pammel Valley 
and vast slices of ebraska and South Dakota. Locals 
come here to v.atch turkey vultures soar over the valle)- on 
warm summer evenings and, on Fourth of July weekends, 
cxprrience a unique persprctive on professional and 
backyard pyrotechnic displays. 
Jump out of the car or off the Harley at Dakota Point 
Overlook and take the short, precipitous trail to a 
platform where you'll look upon the Big Sioux River, a 
licly multigenerational farmstead and hundreds of acres 
of rich cropland that drew Europeans here by boatloads 
in the late lllth and early 20th centuries 
This dramatic cut in the landscape gave geologists 
valuable clues about the way the Loess Hills formed. Ice 
Age glaciers ground this ribbon of orth America into 
flour. Strong westerly ,.,inds picked up the loess and 
layered it on the other s1de of the Missouri River, over 
c>ons, to create stark ridges as high as 200 feet. 
In late August or early September, if conditions are 
right from the Dakota Po111l Overlook. you might spot 
the rare 10-petal blazing star wildf!O\\ er It thrives on 
this sheer cliff simply because it's inaccessible. Ranger 
Kevin Papc says it's hard to imagine that just hundreds 
of years ago, prairie blanketed all of the park's hills. But 
f\lother Nature eased up on cycles of fire and aliO\\ed 
bur oak, black walnut, Kentucky coffee and other trees 
to thrive. Today, Pape and crew carefully burn these 
savannahs so that sumac and other undesirable species 
don't take over 
A 90-acre swath of native prairie still thrives a" l\11. 
Talbot Preserve in the extreme north region of the park. 
but the hike is very sleep and strenuous. In wet weather 
the soft. unpaved portion of Talbot Road that leacb to the 
preserve can swallow a passenger car Check with Pape 
before you go and after you return. 
Just inside the park's east entrance, across the road from 
the popular hiking/biking/equestrian trailhrad. you can much 
more easily scale the bluff informally known as ~It I .ookout 
and swim through a restored sea of gras.., and prairie !lowers. 
r 
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An tV< n more adH·nturous and vigorou~ htke tl\\atl'\ 
at Carolyn Benne Nature Trail, found nt'ar Stone's 
campgrounds and lodge You'll ft t•l the spongy "'011 
compress under }OUr "hoe"' as }Oll trek over v.etl,mds 
(created b} underground spnngs) ,111d through fon sled 
gullies A trudge up an optional loop • .._ rewarded by more 
prairie and another panoramiC VH' W of the Big ~•oux River. 
·- 'ETT1 c r.:t:tASSLI' ~•n~ 
When }ou're back tn a su•ntc-drive frame of mind. be 
">Ure to visit this jewel of a prc-;erve-the state'" largest 
chunk of native pratrie at around 1,000 acres It's a 
\\in dow back in tim<' . From Stone ~tale Park. h{'ad 
north on Highway 12 tnto Plymouth Count} (~tone 
and Sioux (tty are 1n Woodbur} County) and turn right 
(cast) on Butcher Road You'l l st't' blazing star here, 
too, as well as the rar(' prairie moon wort, and ~ ucca 
Iowa's only known populalton of prairie rattlesnakes 
also calls Broken Kettle home Raploro.; prowl the ndges, 
which look their most sculpted 111 tlH' low ltght of early 
morning or late evening, while bison graze on btg and 
little blu<•stem Scott \loats of the \;ature Conservancy 
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From the Dakota Pomt Overlook (below left 
an onlooker gets a v1ew of a South Dakota 
farmstead and Nebraska's wooded border 
(above) Stone State Park Ranger Kevm Pape 
stands at Mount Lookout the high point 
m the park at 1.408 feet above sea level 
Smce these pra1nes thnve best m hot, dry 
cond1t1ons. all southwest fac1ng slopes in the 
park contam remnant prame tracts. 1nclud1ng 
the 90-acre Mt Talbot State Preserve. 
tn )O\\ a imported 30 bt"'on from ~outh Dakota just last 
Octob<•r and wants to grow the he1 d to about 2SO. "Their 
grazing will b<' good for the grasslands." he says, "and 
tt''> exciting to see the bison out thl'n JU'>t from an 
<H·sthetic point of vic, .. ·, " 
I "'''Ill'" .. • .... 1\ Dll' SLEP ... 
Captains T\lcrt\\ether Lc'\\ ts' and\\ tlltam Clark's 
tnrredtbl<' Journey to the Pacific Otean and bat k lasting 
a grueling 1\\o }Cars, four months cllld nine da} s, tlatmed 
only one life !'hanks to the meticulous JOUrnals th<ll 
officers kept, we know ~gt Charles Floyd fell suddenly 
ill Aug 19. IH04. probabl} from a bur"'t appendtx. and 
cited the next day. Hts bereft males buried him with 
military honors on a bluff overlooktng the Missomi Rtver, 
a site now marked by an iconic 100-fool obelisk. Vto.;it 
thts national ht'\loric landmark by lea\ mg I-29 ill exit 143. 
dnving ea"'t to South I t'\\Js Boule\arcl. then north for 
another two mtles. 
The Lew1s and Clark Interpretive Ct'nter. a sleek 
1 endition ito.;e lf of a frontier outpost. is located within 
















































































Not only IS Broken Kettle Grasslands The Nature 
Conservancy's largest preserve m Iowa, it 's also the 
state's largest remammg prairie. A 14-foot bronze 
sculpture of renowned explorers Lewis and Clark 
(along w1th the1r not-so-famous companion, Seaman) 
greet VISitors at the Lew1s and Clark Interpretive 
Center. Loess so1l1s locally known as glacial flour 
or sugar clay because 1t IS extremely hard when dry, 
yet loses all cohesion when wet. 
(Hamilton Boulevard, Exit 149). The center immerses 
you in an authentic, day-in-the-life experience of the 
expedition. Kids will learn the importance of taking notes, 
in a fun way, by stamping their official visitors' journals 
at various interactive stations. They'll also come away 
knowing what it took to qualify for the expedition, the 
many new plants and animals and peoples tl1e <.>xplorers 
discovered and how well they planned-or didn't, 
in some cases. The adjacent Betty Strong Encounter 
Center exhibits fascinating revolving displays of works 
by contemporary regional artists. 
Outside, stroll through a pleasant garden bursting with 
wildflowers, a sight Lewis and Clark found common but 
WC" now take for granted. Snap a picture of the larg<.>r-
than-life sculpture of Lewis and Clark and their faithful 
companion Seaman. surely history's most famous n<.•wfie. 
WHEN Cl 
Downtown Sioux City's historic Fourth Street district is 
lined with restored 19th-century commercial building.;; 
that now house all kinds of interesting shops, pubs and 
restaurants Work up an appetite while browsing for gifts 
and contemporary and antique furniture Briar & Bow 
(405 Pe arl St.; 712-255-5132; midwestbowhun ter.com) 
takes great care of hunters with top-notch equipment 
and service, plus three indoor shooting ranges \\'hen 
you feel the need for delicious homemade piua, duck 
into Buffalo Alice (1 022 Fo urth St .; 712-255-4822; 
buffaloalice.com). The retro-style saloon offers toppings 
that appeal to traditionalists and nonconformists alike . 
Along the more suburban Hamilton Boulevard, you'll 
find the groceries you need for camping. Ilunters and 
anglers fill up on hearty breakfasts and comfort dinners 
at Horizons Family Res taurant, 1220 Tri Vi ew Ave . (at the , 
intersection of Ha milton Bouleva rd ); 712-255-1658. The 
cafe never closes. Da Kao Restaurant-800 W. Seventh 
St. (o n e block east of Hamilto n Boulevard ); 712-252-
3937-serves authentic, nicely '>pic<.'d Vi<.'tnamese and 
Chinese favorites. 
si r )s 
The Dorothy Pecaut ature Center. "ithtn Stone State 
Park but managed by the Woodbury County Conservation 
Board, is the ideal place to introduc<.' young childn·n 
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A herd of 30 bison were mtroduced to Broken Kettle 
Grasslands in 2008 Once common m Iowa, bison were 
an integral part of the Great Plams and pra1rie system 
Through grazing, the new mhab1tants are expected to 
help maintain the balance and d1vers1ty of grasses and 
flowers, vital to the surv1val of msects, b1rds and other 
mammals at Broken Kettle . 
Must-stops along the S1oux C1ty mamstreet are Buffalo Allee (left) for 
homemade p1zza, and Tastee Inn & Out for 1ts famous omon chips. Plan 
your next fam1ly outmg at the Stone State Park Lodge, pay homage to 
Amencan lnd1an Ch1ef War Eagle, who IS buned m the VICinity of h1s 
statue, or learn more about the Loess H1lls ecosystem dt the 14,000 
square-foot Dorothy Pecaut Nature Center, open year-round 
to the Loess Hilb. Inside the center. kids can handle 
furs, antlers, tossils and artifacts, invt•stigall' natural 
l11story dioramas and a 100-gallon aquarium, and -;ce the 
prairie from a worm's eye vtew Out-;ide, an ea-;y senes 
of short trail loops, indud111g a hard --;urface, v.heelchalr-
acccssible route, provide the forest-prau ie t'XIH'rttnce. 
while also linking up with ~tone's 10 milt•s of trail-.; 
At \\ar I·.agle Park (}ou II see tht turn for War l-.agle 
Drive on the way to ~lone on Htghway 12), a\\'( athered-
steel sculpture that mc~rks the grave of tht• gn·at '\at1ve 
Ame rican ch1ef stands h1gh on a bluff overlooking the 
confluence of lhl' Btg Sioux and Missouri rivers 'I he 
monument appropriately captu res War l~agl e, who 
dted in 1851, offering the pipe of peace. lit• helped 
and befriended tlw eatly r .. uropean traders, inrluding 
Thcophile Bruguier. h1" future son-in -law. v.·ho settled 
this part of lo\\a . 
EEKEND 
Stone Stale Park rnakl·s an 1deal encampment for a 
family or group of frH·nds commission 111g lh<' lr own 
weekend corps of d1scovery Because of the pa r k'-; craggy 
terrain, ~tone has OIH' of the slate's most lntllnall'-OK, 
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small- campgrounds. 30 sitcs, 10 with electrical hookups. 
OrH walk-in s1te gtves tentL<lll1Jll'rs some pri\·ary. but 
th1s 1s a place best-suited for gregarious types with small 
motor homes and fold-down campers Alternativel}, rent 
one or both of the park's relatiH'I)' "ccluded t1mber-sty It• 
cabins. Thl'y come complett \\ 1th Acltrondack cha1rs on 
the porch. and heating and air cond1lionmg. but you II 
han· to takt• a short hike to thL· campground's ne\\ 
sho\H'r house/ restroom facility. (Thank the Fnends of 
~ton< ~tate Park for the private fundrai~ing and \olunll'er 
effo r ls th.tt provide many of th t Sl' amenit1es) Tht. lodge, 
built masterfully by the Ctvtl ian ConservatiOn Corps 1n 
th e 1 9:Hls with local rose-co lored granite and remodeled 
10 ye.trs ago, features a kitchen and modern restrooms It 
books solid. hov.ever. from t-. la) 1 to Oct 15 for reunwns. 
weddings and corporate p1c111c s Rt serve well in advant t' 
for tht lodge. cabms, the )OUlh campground and half the 
regular campsites at www.reserve1aparks.com. 
Fo r the camp111g-is-not-an-optwn cro\\ d. Swux C1l}' 
ts v.ell stocked with chatn moll' \-; along I-29 The ne\\ 
Stoney Creek Inn (300 Third St; stoneycreekinn .com, just 
north o f the Tyson Events Cente r) offers upscale amenilll's 
1n a northv.oods lodge atmo,phere ~ 
THE PARK THAT STONE BUILT 
Stone State Park was once owned by the wealthy and eccentnc Dan1el 
Hector Talbot (hence Mt. Talbot and Talbot Road) who let bison, elk, 
bears, wolves and monkeys roam h1s h1lly estate unt1l he went bust 1n the 
financ1al panic of the late 19th century. Banker Thomas Jefferson Stone 
foreclosed and took title t o the property. Stone, for whom the park is 
named, donated the land to Sioux C1ty in 1912 and 1t was mamtamed as 
a zoo until the Depression. The city sold the propert y to the state 1n 1935. 
• Stone State Park 
* SIOUX CITY 
.. Broken Kettle 
approx. 8 miles north 
on Highway 12 in 
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Imagine the endless possibilities of vacationing in Iowa's great outdoors. Short 
travel times and long, lazy summer days invite you to explore and appreciate scenic 
recreational areas and an amazing array of natural attractions. Doing things you love, 
but can never find time to do - from hunting, camping and fishing to hiking and rock 
climbing. Summer's the perfect time to simplify and explore all that Mother Nature 
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for the entire 
family! 
Explore 
85 Specialty Shops 
under one roof! 
Fun for Everyone 
Spend an hour ... 
spend the day! 
DO MORE in 
Greater Des Moines! 
Outdoor enthusiasts 
will love our 
free open-air activities, 
entertaining festivals and 
affordable attractions. 
Greater Des Moines 
also boasts over a 
hundred miles of trails 
perfect for walking, 
biking and jogging. 
Plan your next 





rubble fell from the ceiling, and a 6-inch drill emerged. 
A camera emerged from the bored hole. right next to 
a clump of stalactites. On the surface, one man. john 
Ackerman, was giddy. What would this mean for the 
future of Coldwater Cave? 
HIS OWN UNDERGROUND WORLD 
On a 10-degree winter's day six years ago, I caved with 
an energetic and successful furniture restorer named 
John Ackerman near Spring Valley, Minn. We were at his 
own cave system, Spring Valley Caverns, part of what he 
calls the Minnesota Karst Preserve, or "The Cave Farm," 
more than 500 acres of what appears as typical farmland. 
Examined closer. you'll notice a grassy depression. at 
the center of which protrudes a 30-inch-diameter culvert 
tube. with a steel lid. There are 18 of these dug with Cave 
Finder, his own Caterpillar. fitted with an extended boom. 
Each tube is equipped with a thick. s teel ladder. 
Ackerman and his caving friends installed them to access 
an underground lab} rinth and to re cue someone quickly 
if needed. Each was originally a sinkhole, a spot where 
the earth had sunk due to a gap below. Like other cavers. 
his obsession has been to wiggle, dive and contort his 
way into new passages-to be first to lay fully dilated 
pupils on a crack in the earth unknown to humans. 
"Ever since I was a little boy, I was always interested in 
caves," he says. "As you can see, it just got ou t of control." 
WONDROUS, DARING DISCOVERY 
Iowans Steve Barnett and Dave jagnow first celebrated the 
splendor of Iowa's Coldwater Cave in 1967. They discovered 
the cave by scuba diving into Coldwater Spring through 
2,000 feet of underground river. They were astounded 
to pop up into a long, air-filled cave. For two years, they 
conducted secret journeys to their massive find. They 
relayed their find to the Iowa Conservation Commission. 
the predecessor to the DNR. in 1969. 
Soon after, Des Moines Register outdoor writer Otto 
Knauth crafted a prominent article replete with photos. 
The cave captivated the public. Iowa's legislature found it 
fit to explore the possibility of using the cave for tours, and 
appropriated $58,000, which culminated in a lease agreement 
with farmer Kenny Flatland in 1971. The Iowa Geological 
Survey had a 94-foot shaft drilled to make a safe r entrance. 
But the State deemed it infeas ible for tourism. It was far 
from highways. Many areas require crawls through tight 
passages. Flooding would complicate e lectric lighting. 
Constructing concrete walkways high above the main 
stream would be expensive. 
DANGER IN THE DEPTHS 
The cave itself is a dangerous place, where water levels 
fluctuate by several feet. Some cavers. scooting on their 
bellies through tight, tube-like passages, have torn up 
knee<; while crawling for their lives as rising waters lapped 
clo-;t•r and closer to their mouths. 
As the name implies, no one gets anywhere without 
encountering very cold water. Winter water temperatures 
in the 30!:. make wetsuits necessary for 'iurvival. 
Whereas mountaineers experience thin air, in Coldwater 
Cave washed-in vegetation decomposes and can produce 
large amounts of carbon dioxide, or thick air. The result 
is the same: hypoxia, or less oxygen than humans are 
accustomed to. Sometimes levels drop hazardously low. 
Cavers have found themselves suddenly shor t of breath, 
with headaches or nausea, on the verge of blacking out. 
Not interested in such liability, the State let its lease 
expire in 1975. Flatland had the option to have the 
entrance sealed. "I chose to leave it as it was so that other 
people could enjoy the cave," he said. 
And enjoy it they did. Streams of cavers arrived. A 
group affiliated with the ational Speleological Society 
called the Coldwater Cave Project (CCP) formed Until a 
heated shed over the entrance was completed. Kenny and 
his wife. Wanda, invited cavers into their home to change 
into wetsuits. Visiting with the Flatlands in their living 
room became part of caving at Coldwater. and Kenny 
donned a wetsuit himself to go on epic journeys. 
Grand adventures ensued. Far back in the cave where 
there are only a couple inches or less of air above flooded 
pools, brazen caver Mike Nelson perfected a method of 
pulling his floating body along the ceiling. 
"There's enough air to gel one nostril out of the 
water-it doesn't need to be but an inch or so to do 
that-but you do need nerve," says Patricia Kambesis, who 
has caved Coldwater since the 1970s, and now is assistant 
director of the Hoffman Environmental Research Institute 
in Kentucky. "You cannot freak out. You'll drown in there." 
Humans became flies. scaling walls after a grappling 
hook was thrown to scale a waterfall. They became 
worms, wiggling through muddy passages. They became 
otters. swimming frigid snowmelt waters. 
A CHASM AMONG CAVERS 
Cavers became good friends of the Flatlands, and the 
Flatlands were good friends of the cave. CCP cavers 
showed up monthly, and it became expec ted that outside 
cavers would work themselves into CCP projects. 
primarily surveyi ng, exploring and photographing. 
Over the years, in the absence of government ownership 
or control, the CCP became protective of the cave. Some 
cavers and scientis ts grew critical, saying the ccr was ove rly 
restrictive. But the CCP's relationship with the Flatlands 
was strong, and ultimately, as owners of the entrance, the 
Flatlands could decide how access to the cave would work. 
John Ackerman had never been in Coldwater Cave. but 
his caving buddy, David Gerboth. got them invited on a 
CC P trip after several months of trying. 
Gerboth hoped to show Ackerman a showy column in the 
1\lonument Passage called the Pillar of Light Arising Out 
of the Divine Reasoning. Gerboth says CCP cavers said no, 




''l'\ t t"YOIH.' trit s to slay out of each others' way." says 
I O\ a as. I ht ( ( P -.nence coordinator. 
(. ontrollrng l cl\l s ..... about controlling actt -.s \rkerman 
lurntd that rt•grnH. on th head at Coldwater and ollll'r 
caH-.. rnduding lht \lrnne'5ota D:\R controlled "Goliath's 
C.t\l'," '" htl h had been clo-.ed for srrentitic -.ur n·y. 
rtwre. he dnllc•d a 11l'\\ "haft he calls "Davtd'-. I ntranct· ." 
Prediclabl~. he'-. at odds \\tlh the 1\!tnnesola D~R over 
the acce-.-. tssue lli-. main concern for acce'>s de\elopccl 
\vhen the 1\.linnesota DNR obtained access to Mysler y 
Cave. a southeast l\11nnesota cave now part of a state 
park. whet e he and (,erboth had caved for~ cars. 
"Imagine hem I ft>ll. after the1r -.uccess, when we• 
\\en banned from the cave the da~ the) rcct'ivcd the 
ke) -.,"he wrote in h1-. open-letter to the \1rnne-.ola 
'-lptleological Soutt) after drilling his entrance rnto 
(oldwall r (a\l 111 200'i 
l a\l s 111 Iowa and el-.e\\ here. are a It-gal no-man's 
l,llld. \\tth lilllt• kgrslat10n or case la\\ Ackerman 0\\11..., 
"underground right-.." or easemenh. to hundred-. of 
acre-. for cave acce-.-.. an unte..,ted legal concept 
· I hr-. 1-. kmd oltht Wild West of our tinu ... sa) s Iowa 
DN I~ ecologtsl John Pear ... on. who ha-. n.ceiH d n qul sh 
to make the ca\e some sort of presene "(an -.omt·one 
put up a ft•nte 111 a ca\e' It's going to be up to \1arshall 
Dtllon and Judgt Ro) Bean to sort thr-. out." 
'l''l) PROTECTS CAVES" 
An area of agreement between Ackerman and the C.lP 
rel<1tes to protectrve la\-\s for caves. which Io...,a lacks 
"J·ver~ stalt that has caves should have a cave 
protec Iron act." sa~ s I ovaa'>. the CCP ->etence 
coordinator." fhn are untque ecosystems They are a 
very ali<. n landscape that's very fraglle " 
Bccaust of their unique natures. Ca\es can be 
tremendous rc po-.rtoncs of knowledge The rates at 
which the} form and move water tells much about surface 
walt r quality. The stone through which they are cut rs 
essentially made of compressed fossils and record a 
geologrrallegacy Upper :\lidwestern caves usually don't 
have the -.pt•c1alrzed animal life that can evolve in cavt•s a 
btl closer lo the equator (blind cave fish. etc). but some 
were rnhab1ted by ancrent humans, and portions of other-> 
contain bones of Paleolithic species. 
Ackerman agrees cave protection for the purposrs of 
water qua lity and formation protection is sensible, and 
acknowledges caves are no place for free-for-all access 
"My idea is that, yes, you need to have severe penaltres 
for wrecking speleothems or otherwise vandallZlng caves In 
M mn~:sota. I need to go through a seriou-. permitting process 
to (excavate 111 -.ink holes). and that makes sen-.e to me " 
Whrle attendrng college in the mid-1990s. I became a 
tramed volunteer at Rock Bridge :\lemonal Slate Park ncar 
Co Iumbra. \lo 1 here was a significant cave called De\ rl's 
Icebox that threaded belo\\ the park. and its allure bet koned 
Over time, I bt:>l a me an assistant wild cave tour leader 
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UndN tutelage of i\ltssouri I>i':'R staff. I was taught 
lo coll\'t•y the idea of cavmg ethics. Gone an· tlw days of 
smudging your init1als tnto the walls with carbide lamps, 
chipping out pristine formations to plarl' them on fireplace 
mantel". or even touching formations due to oils on your 
hands. which could affeclth gro\\lh. We did not bring 
shovels. rock chipping tools, or. (,od forbid. dynamite. 
That drdn'l really tell the wholt story. The sam<. 
l\l1s"ouri DNR owned caves "lrung up with lights as show 
cav<'" and other caves with lesser protection . And. deep 
in 111} own p-.yche. V\hrle I was inlere-.ted in conservation 
elhtcs. what kept me coming back' 1 he urge to explore 
For those moments where everyone turns off their lights 
and all you hear 1s the trickling of a cave stream or a 
di .... tanl dripping. Or pushing through a narrow tube that 
opens up into a huge. gloriou-. room. 
Our planet ha..; two plaLt s ldt to t xplon·-tlu du pc .... t 
trencht s of the sea-. and lhl \ ords of tlH' l'arth (an r-. 
are toda~ ..., -\mundst.ns. Earhart-. and ~lagt• llans 
kkerman iih th1s mode. He ha-. t ntrances into 
"'" ca\ e" and gets giddy when d!st u ... -.mg the rt"' 1lts 
Bat 1~1\lr Ccl\e, dtscovered b} cavt d!\tr John Prt"lon 
in 200t. umeiled a ma'>->rvc roo ... ling ca\·t•rn of b,th 
Prtlw .. toric bones of saber-tooth cat-.. ant xtinct speue.., 
of moo-.e. and other nO\\-extrnct mammal-. clr-.u)\ end 
in Hoi) brad Cave have evoked much "crentrftl tntere-.t 
"t\obod~ 's going to spend $100.000 lo drill into a cave 
just so the) can trash it," Ackerman "a}s .. !'here ... twuld 
be acces" for responsible caver" If nobod} can explore. no 
one would knO\\ about these raH'->. and no one would be 
protecting them You can't protect \\hat you don't knO\\ .. 
Al kerman 1s an objectl\ ist, pre-.-.rng ahead to open acce"" 
to -.krlled ca\ ers. He clear!} doesn't mmd flummoxing 
natural resource managers A good number of(. old\\ ater 
(an Project cavers ha\'e simpl) ace epted AL klt man's t ave 
pre-.c nee. modificatiOns and all Although "Ill doL'sn 't believe 
hr" acn.·ss was necessary. Kambesr-.. \\ ho's l cl\'L·d on high-
profile c xplorator} trips in the country·-. longe"t L ,n cs. pornls 
out that Ackerman is certainly within hh legal nghts 
"(avers mod1f} ca,·es all the time." -.he s,t\..., "\Io-.t 
maJor drscovenes have resulted rn qmw kind of 
mocltftcation to get into them" 
u ~· T\ [" ~ .,, r c. ') L I a 0 w 0... .. \ ...... ... A. ALIT y 
The Coldwater Cave Project group has supported nunH.'rous 
scientific projects. including studies on temperature. water 
stage levels. cave chemistry and atmosphere 1'\ambesi-.' 
master·.._ thesis was on pollutant transport through 
Coldwate1 Cave, and the effort tran-.laled into water quality 
work for the Upper Iowa River Alliance 
Kambests' work showed that pollutant-. dumped into 
smkholc.•s and other crevices flo,, drrectl) mlo the can·. 
and are raprdly transmitted through subtt.•rranean -.tream-. 
to the outflows. ending up e\entuall) rn C.old\\aler (reek 
and the Upper IO\\ a River In particular. hrgh concullr.ttlon-. 
of bactcna -.lemming from antmal feeding operation run off 
THE BREAKDOWN-An unnamed drapery 
flowstone format ion decorates an area 
called "The Downstream Breakdown 
Area" for the blocks of rock that have 
fallen from the ceiling and walls over 
thousands of years. The flows tone grows 
on one of the breakdown blocks. grvmg 
clues to when the rock fall occurred 

• 
_ ..... ..,.... 
• 
Jj • 
The Center Street 0<1rn IS .1 popular 
)pot for fishmg 10 Des Momes 
t's a terrifying \vay to go. 
r. appt•d bl low a dam. victims find tht•mselve:-. 
fighting cut n nh I rom both up:-lream and dowthlr<:'am. 
Typically, the} an• sucked under water, pop back up and 
arL carried back tlm ard till lace of thL dam. ' I his can happen 
repeatedly untiltlw vklnn succumbs. 
For many fami ly nH·mbers and lnencb of tlwst vtctlms. 
the ctrcumslanu.•s st·tm Lompletely random In fact. 
though , dt O\"dllllgs at low head dams are compll'lely 
predictable. !'hal ts '' hy a low-head dam is l onunonly 
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known <h "l'he Drowning \ lal hint·" In the past 10 ye,trs. 
lo\\·lwad dams kdl<:'d 1.4 lov.ans Pl'l' year. The} accoulltl•d 
lor approximate!} a quarter of tht documented dnl\\ nings 
on lo\\ a's rhus during that p<:'riod 
l.ow·lwad dams are where lht• \a-.t majority ol dam-
rl'ialed dl•aths occut. not at largL resu ,·oir dams with 
intin11dating oul1lov .. s ~Ut\t\ors set} the drop looked tiny, 
and the lotLes at play came a-. a complete surpnse 
Ht·scue pt o lessionals have known about this hazard 
Jot dna ells It anslatmg that I< no\>\ ledge into wtdt•t public 
-
policy has taken longer. fn a 1981 article for the Iowa 
Conservationist. written after a wave of rescue personnel 
nationwide drowned while trying to rescue people from 
dam':>. \\'ater ~afety Coordinator Betsy 1\laleug estimated 
that five Iowans became trapped in dams every year 
There were approximately 30 more low-head dams on 
Iowa ':>treams at the time. 
Public education continued through the 1980s and 
1990-.. but no standard signage system was developed 
to \\arn the public about dams. Dam owners were not 
encouraged to post warnings. No inventory of drowni ng-
hazard dams had been conducted since 1979. No clear 
policy toward dams existed, other than to periodically 
warn the public. 
In 2007, the number of dam-related deaths statev.icle 
spik<>d to six. catching Iowans' attention. In 2008, the 
Iowa General Assembly established the Low-Head Dam 
Public Hazard Program, which put into Ia\\ a program 
the Iowa D R had begun two years prior. The program 
provides funds for warning signs, portages around dams 
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and co~t-sharing to make the structures safer or remove 
them when. po..,..,1biC' 
The leghlaturl also instructed the DNR to launch 
a statewide plannmg process lo pnontize water trail.., 
and low-head dam ..,afety w1th input from the public and 
various experts, tnclucllng rescue personnel, engineers. 
river scientists and l1sheries biologists. Dams are being 
inventoried for whether they still serve their original 
functions, and for any additional functions they may perform. 
Beyond safely, a number of issurs surround 
dams. Man} of them lunit biOlogical productivity 
by separattng strC'am.., into smaller. Jc..,.., dtV\'rw 
ecosystems I hen agatn. some dam.., act a.., unportant 
barriers to inva..,tV{' species. For example, ..,tlvcr carp, a 
leaping fish wi l h a voracious appeti le. rC'ce n tly invaded 
the Missouri Rivet . Dams on the Lill ie ~ioux l{ivc r are 
likely the primary reason these fish haven't entered 
the Iowa (,real Lake-; "} " te rn, where they cou ld be 
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ABOVE Paddler Dick Howard launches has kayak a safe dastance 
downstream of the dam at Adel on the Raccoon Raver Eddaes can pull 
small craft upstream into the face of the dam af launched too close 
downstream. LEFT Thousands of natave fash attempted to migrate 
upstream durang the Floods of 2008 These fish became trapped an the 
emergency spallway at the Saylorvalle Dam north of Des Moanes. Except 
for several large catfash that were relocated by DNR staff, all these fash 
eventually ran out of oxygen and daed RIGHT. Warning signage anstalled 
at the Boone Waterworks dam after the drownang of Megan Pavelack, 
pactured opposate lower right Learn more about low-head dams and 
safety at www.aowawhatewater org 
a ..,enou.., nutsance. Other dam..,, with the pools the) 
create. may a""ist the downstream ..,pread of inva~ive 
zebra rnu-;..,els 
Other danh back up large re..,ervoir->. such as Red 
Rock Lake or Coralville Lake, wh1ch serve flood control 
and maJor recreation functions 1\lany of them form 
popular local fishing holes. 
It'.., sometimes assumed that simply removing dams 
is the preferred solution. Maybe, maybe not. Sediments 
locked behind the dam may be a problem if relea~ed 
ln!rastrurlurt' like bridges or water supplies may be 
upstream Careful anal} sis 1s needed before settling 
on a ..,olut1on 
In some cac;;es. the best sccnano may be re-designing 
dams with a rapids downstream. to e liminate the 
"Drowning Machine" effect and resto re biological 
connections that fish and mussrls need to access habitat, 
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ups tream , but may be the most acceptable so lution fo r a 
give n community. 
Midway through the planning process, it has become 
appare nt that individual dams will require umque 
solutions. In s ome cases, proposed s afe ty solutions will 
be warning s igns and othe r meas ures s uch as cabling or 
railings. In othe rs , phys ica l modifi cations to the dams 
with accompanying rive r restoration wi ll be pre fe rred. 
But it's inc reas ingly cl ear that many communities are 
in te reste cl in mitigating th e hazards and resto ring rivers 
whe re possible. 
Nate Hoogeveen is the River Progra·ms Coo rdinator 
fo r tlze Iowa DNR. 
We'd love to hear what you th1nk. Send u s your input for 
our statew1de plan at http://creekcommunities.design. 
iastate.edu/ Water_ Trails.html. 8! 
OUT OF SORROW SURVIVORS WARN OF THE UNKNOWN TRAP 
BY ANN CANNON 
It was supposed to be a fun Sunday afternoon on the river Three 
sorority Sisters put their tubes on the Des Momes River. What they 
didn't know was that a t rap lay ahead. 
The drop-off was slight-a little more than a foot-and didn't 
look dangerous. But the roiling water below the dam pulled the 
young women under and held them in its current. Two escaped 
with their lives; Megan Pavelick did not. She never regained 
consciousness. She was this dam's latest victim. 
Megan became a statistic. But I knew her as so much more. 
She was my roommat e and my sorority sister. Al l of the young 
women tubing that day are my sorority sisters. Megan graduated 
from Valley High School in West Des Moines in 2002. In May 2006 
she graduated with a marketing degree from Iowa State. She 
loved cheenng on the Cyclones at basketball and football games, 
and traveling with her many friends. She had a tight knit family. 
Megan and I had mov1e marathons. We spent hours talkmg about 
boys, classes and parties. Megan was full of life and love and 
laughter. July 9, 2009, marks the third anniversary of her death 
People often conclude that dam VICtims are drunken. But 
Megan hadn't been drinking. Her primary m1stake was s1mply 
being unaware of the dangerous underwater currents dams create. 
I learned that her death was not JUSt a fluke. Th1s tragic event 
happens across the state with heart-breaking regularity. 
I knew I needed to get informed and get mvolved. I've taken the 
respons1b1l1ty to become a board member of the Iowa Whitewater 
Coalition, which advocates new solutions at low head dams. 
It also made me more aware of other cases. There was the 
Waterloo businessman on RAGBRAI who drowned at a small dam 
at Independence in 2007. In 2002, there was Steven Nourse who 
kayaked over t he Scott Street Dam in Des Moines and drowned. 
The hydraulics of the dam were so powerful that h1s body was too 
dangerous to retrieve from the dam and was held fast unt1l almost 
a week later, when the body was recovered several miles away. His 
family and fnends were finally able to end the1r weeklong v1gil at 
the s1te and held a funeral. He was the brother of Julie Manke!, a 
fellow board member of the IWC. 
lmagme our horrified surprise at seeing two college students on 
television in an mflatable raft rescued after 30 harrowing minutes 
struggling agamst the hydraulics at the same Des Momes dam. 
Or at an add1t1onal drowning there later 10 the summer of 2007. 
Now w1th Megan's death, there 1s more potent1al to make a 
case for dam renovation and possible changes in the regulation 
of these dangerous dams. We've come a long way 1n understanding 
this problem, education and addressing safety problems at some 
dams. My hope IS that more people will get involved, and that 10 
the future, this hazard will be a distant memory. 
Aun Cannon formrrly 
srn•rd u ith Iowa [)NR's 
AmrriCorps program. 
and u orkrd as a 11 
interpreter at Maquokrta 
Cat•es ')fate Park and 
as a 11 assista11t Wltlz tlzr 
wildlife dir•rrsitv Program 
Ann Cannon, left, w1th 
--- Megan Pavelick 
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ou never really have all the fi-;hing gear you 
need. Abou.t the time your boat is all t ricked 
out to th(• point you may never come off the 
water again, a ne w generation fish -finder comes 
on the market Maybe ir~ ~omething a'> simple as a new 
charlr~use jig that your fishing partner swears by. Could 
be you just want to stop off for some minnows or a cold 
pop on a hot afternoon. Regard less, if you flsh. you have a 
favorite haunt to look al gear. buy bail or learn what's biting. 









It mig ht b<" the big box s tore, with 15 of..evf'r.ything, 
as well as clothing, jewelr y, auto supplies and g rocerie-;. 
It might be the marina where you launch you r boat. Or 
it mig ht be an obscvre. bait shack, the one that'" alway" 
been there. 
You 'don't leave home without your wallet nor do you 
g o fi shing without checking the pulse of local angler-. 
_T hose back road bait shops not onfy offer convNc;ation 




DICK S BAIT BEFORE THE FLOOD Weather beaten 
walls led the way to Dtck's Batt Shop m Cedar 
Falls. The two-room shop was 'loaded to the 
gills with batt, tackle, campmg equipment. pop._ 
and advice on what was bit ing unt1l the Flood 
of ·os The nearby Cedar River mundated D1ck s 
wtth mud and floodwater, r1smg past the street 
address number above the doorway 
h.ut mo~t of all , they oifer tips on wher(.> fish are biting 
and what it takes to catch them. 
.. 
• 
Anywhe re Y0\1 fi sh across Iowa, then' arr places like ~ 
that, the lakeside bungalow bait shop near tht\ boat ramp. 
the third g ene ration s tore on the couof}; blacktop or a 
brightly lit full c;~rvice ..,hop on Main Stree t This ts by 
no means a "best of' ranki ng . As J talked with anglf'rs 
and fi<:;herie s expe rt<;, though , they steered nw towarct 
• 
..... 
some gre at place". l could sLart again tomorrow and come 
.. 
.. 








Ba1t shop owner Fred West scoops mmnows for a customer 
West would let customers know what ba1t was workmg on 
the Cedar R1ver, as well as nearby lakes and streams. H1s 
free adv1ce extended to politics and hfe. West says 'mom 
and pop' ba1t shops keep anglers m tune with what IS going 
on; something he says you can't get at the big box stores 
•• 
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up with a brand new lisl. For now, though, let's stop in 
and see if the coffee's on. 
DICK'S BarT &TaCKLe, cEDAR FALLs 
Everybody knew where Dick's was. Fishing the Cedar 
River? George Wyth Lake? Anywhere around Cedar Falls;J 
Fred West (he worked for Dick, eventually bought it and 
kept the name) could tell you what's biting. But mostly, he'd 
tell you what he thought...about anything. If you didn't like 
il, you could leave. Some did. Most would stick around. 
His two-room garage was stocked to the ce iling with 
tackle. Walleye spinners and barrel swivels hung on the 
pegboard above the propane canisters. The old Pepsi 
menu board listed bait, nightcrawlers and mmnows that 
you might pick up about anywhere. Here, your choices 
included "leaches" (spelling is not a priority), turkey 
liver, clams or frogs, too. 
"You need to understand the bait. Most other (big) 
places handle damn little live bait, like minnows and 
crawdads. They don't know what to do with them!" 
preaches West, his voice rising incredulously as he explains 
the exact water temperature for keeping minnows. "Most of 
the anglers know mor<> than you anyway. You got to listen 
to them, you got to listen with your mouth open .and your 
ears shut." 
With free advice like that, plus his opinion on any political 
issue from city council to the federal deficit, you didn't just 
buy bait or tackle at Dick's. You bought an experience. The 
anglers kept coming back; another scoop of minnows, some 
6-pound line ... and a tip on where they're biting this week. 
Tough economic times couldn't get rid of him. Neither could 
competing businesses. But the river may. 
West knew the Cedar River like the back of his hand, right 
up to the day last summer, when it rose up and backhanded 
him. "It flooded up to the top of the light fixture; 7 1/2 feet. 
Sure, go ahead and look inside," nodded West on a hot 
summer day. He lit another cigarette as he sorted debris-
caked tackle at a makeshift table outside the shop. 
Matted streaks of shelled corn lay underfoot; washed 
over from the elevator across the street. Up and down 
the road, debris in the yards and tell-tale dirty streaks 
showed how high the Cedar River had risen. By mid-
summer, it was a mud-caked mess; people salvaging 
what was left. In the tackle shop, that wasn't much. 
It was hard to see the high water mark. That's because 
nearly the whole building was underwater. Inside, rows 
of metal pegs were empty. Hundreds of packets of jigs, 
swivels, hooks, lures and other tackle had just washed 
off as the water rolled through. A few remained, filled with 
the fine silt that settled on everything. The ancien t, brass-
keyed cash register still sat on one of the muddy benches. 
Plastic catfish-bait cartons sat above empty bait tanks. 
"Clean up and sort it oul. Salvage what l can. 
You wanna buy 1,000 treble hooks? They're all rusty," 
deadpans West. Wil l he re novate or rebu ild? 'Tve thought 
about it every day," he admits. "Then I look at the high 
water mark and say, 'you dummy.' We may not have seen 
her worst! The river might come up 6 feet higher (next 
time)." He spent months after the nood sorting inventory; 
selling some ice fishing gear. As spring approached it did 
not look promising. 
Part of the problem, West explains, was that his 
bait shop-like a lot of others-sits by the river, 
in an older, nood-prone neighborhood. "You need that 
low overhead to make it. In good times, it keeps you 
close to the resource. "You need to read the river," he 
explains. "Thirty to 40 percent of customers are river 
anglers. If the river goes beserk, you can go to the lakes. 
You're not ti ed to a specific body of water (where) if it 
goes sour, there goes your business." 
J&l ·s one STOP, HARPERs FERRY 
This town of 330 swells to twice that on a good weekend. 
This is the upper end of Pool 10 on the Mississippi River. 
There·~ good bass fishing in the backwaters, walleyes, 
too. Most anglers are from out of town. They might have 
a summer cabin, but they have plenty of opportun ities 
to stock up on boats, gear and other big ticket items 
before they back down at either the private marina 
or the county-run ramp in town. 
Turn right off county highway X-52 to get to those 
ramps. Turn left for J &L's One Stop. And it is just that. 
Bait, tackle, licenses, gas? They're all here. Groceries. 
too? Laundry? Lodging? Car wash? Sure, after all, the 
sign does read "One Stop." How about its two-bay garage 
with a hoist? Not you r typical bait shop. 
But Joyce and John Grissom don't go head-to-head with 
the full- line outdoor stores. They carry what customers 
need now. A lot of times, it's information. "Right now, the 
northerns are going crazy," offers Joyce to a customer. 
Nearby, crankbaits are offered at 30 percent off. "But the 
grass on the river now makes it hard to troll. That's when 
maybe these jointed lures work better." 
While some anglers might throw flashier spinnerbaits 
at them, northerns were attracted to the deeper running 
crankbaits throughout the summer last year, especially 
in nearby Harper's Slough. "It was a tremendous year. 
We have good northern populations up through here," 
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J&L ONE STOP SHOP-Owner Joyce Gnssom and bait shop dog 
Muttley. outs1de their Harpers Ferry store. From live ba1t tanks 
outs1de to the grocery store/tackle shop 1ns1de, anglers are well 
prov1s1oned here. JUSt a few hundred yards from the MISSISSIPP~ 
River Beyond the full serviCe garage w1th hoist • .ar~oarn 


















Fin&. FeaTHer. IOwAciTv 
When his Fin & Feather Outdoor ~tort• moved two blocks 
to the other side of llighway 6 on the south sld<' of Iowa 
Cit} in 1998. Roger ~lildenstein's focus n·nuuned on the 
lov.a River. at oupk blocks awa} "I• islwrnwn rome in 
to get ba1t and tlwn tht'\ ht•ad right lo tht rivt·r \\ e sell 
bait becaust we are a fish1ng shop as \H' ll as a general 
outdoor ston Wt haH· smce day OIH. '"' IH n 1 uune here 
30 years ago ~ly predecessor did too ... 
The river below Iowa City has a loyal following "The 
walleyes wen• really slacked up in then•; guys wrre two 
deep in spots. W<llllng for their turn," 1elays f\lddenstein 
on a pre-snO\\slorm day last December ~till. 1t's not 
unu .... ual for ~.:ails to conw from De-. \1oJnt"'· Cedar Rap1ds 
and elsewhcrt. to ask what'-; b1ting on the 1\lJs-.,s .... ,pp! 
R1\ e r. Lakt \l,tcbride. or the Corah·illt Rt sen01r Iowa 
Cit) might be .1 metro area-by Iowa slandarcb-but it 
has great fish1ng prospect-. on all side-. 
"Right now, lht') 're catching lots of crappies through 
the ice on Macbride A guy told us he kept IH nice ones 
and threw about 60 back." offe rs Llo) d Bender on that 
winter da) He staffs tlw fishmg department part time and 
ts often a source of illformattOn Bender flslws as much 
as he can. \\ilh \lacbride and Coralvillt Ills flr...,lthoices 
Those updatt s adually come from a b,ut shack-of sorts 
When the ston mon cl. part of the rtno,atwn 111duded an 
indoor shack, tin roof. p-;eudo-chimney and all. That'-; where 
• 
1 
the hvt• bmt 1s stored. "Our customers come in lookmg for 
information Wr are a sourct• for il," -.ays Mildenstcin. "And 
it got•s both ways If the -;amc guy comes in buying minnows 
thn·<· days Ill a row. you knov. he's tatchmg fish. (That gets) 
relayed along to other angler .... . " 
I-..aBeLe s TraDinG Pos 1 sPIRIT LAKE 
In Iowa's (,rtal Lake~ ngwn. tht re's no shortage• of 
bait and tackle shop~ latt ring to a tro,.,d that is huge 
on outdoor recreation. lhe"e shops are big to small and 
Include factory outlets. gu 1de st•rvJces and tack le shops 
You ran buy a card of jigs and rent a room at some 
and buy a trolling motor or an open face reel at others. 
Some offer bait that just an hour ago resided in the lake. 
On a summer morntng, two regular" wrap up a 
morning coffee and bull scsswn outside Kabele's, on 
Hill Stn t•t on the north s1de of the to,.,n of Spin! Lake. 
The slon· s1ls on the north end of Fast Okoboji Lake. 
almost lwtwecn that lake and ~p111t lake 1tself lnsHie, 
you can follow your nose to the popcorn. looking over 
the vall( ty of tackle, bait and eqtupmcnl. 
Poke around the back rooms. though. and it's not 
hard to spot \\hat co-owner Fred johnson sees as their 
acJ,·antagt "\Yt seine our own bail here. We don't buy it 
off a truck t\\O, three or four del) s c1fter it '"as shipped .. 
sa} s Johnson In a holding tank, hO pounds of cra\Hlads 


























seines-baited with cut carp-that morning. Against 
the back of the one-story building lie a couple dozen 
wood frame and wire mesh traps. "It takes time, effort 
and a lot of work," underscores Johnson. "We've been 
here 40 years. Everybody knows what we have. They 
don't have minnows or chubs at (the big box store)." 
And if you want fish stories with location tips this is 
your place. Johnson points to the lake area where the 
walleye bite had been very good over the last two weeks 
"The perch are biting, too. It's been a good month on the 
weed lines. A lot of fishermen are using shad raps now; 
the 5s, the 7s." Do they (the big stores) know where 
the fish are biting? No." 
In language often saltier than the popcorn in the store, 
Johnson downplays any inventory advantage; any pricing 
breaks that the "big guys" boast of. "If you're looking for a deal 
at the warehouse size stores, we'll compete with any of them." 
And in winter, when the water turns hard, there's 
still plenty of fishing action on the big lakes. The 
product line just shifts. All those ice shacks hold cold 
weather anglers who need everything from fish finders, 
to augers to waxworms and a suggestion for where to 
find 'em this week . 
WlfaT Bnncs ·em BaCK? 
ATTenTIOn TO DeTaiL. .. 
That fresh bait. . .for a price, and information .. .free for 
the asking, are part of the appeal of classic bait shops. 
Much like neighborhood gas stations of yesteryear that 
pumped gas, checked tires and looked under the hood, 
you develop a comfort level and a relationship. 
The best of those "back road bait shops" provide 
what you won't find down the road; whether at a big 
box store, or just the next Mom-n-Pop corner store. It 
might be crawdads that think they're still in Spirit Lake. 
ll might be the only groceries for 15 miles and tlze lure. 
Perhaps it's a lead on where the crappies are biting 
on Lake Macbride. 
"This is where the 'fish stories' get told. There's a lot 
of that," supposes Mildenstein. 
It's the intangibles. And often, they're free. 8! 
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~ ,.Us~.P -- quatic tife .... as-
MeSsengers of Water Q ality 
Examining a stream's aquatic life may be 
the best way to take 1ts pulse Sampling 
only the chem1cal or phys1cal tra1ts of a 
stream g1ves JUSt a fleetmg look at the 
mdicators of stream health 
~~-H ·-r - SWIM works/tops a rr llrld Ill july at Springbrook 
Conserl'Otion Education Crntrr in Guthrie Co.lmly 
Learn morr at www.lowadnr.gov/education/swlm.html. 
Aquatic critters are like a melody playing against a symphonic harmony of geology, 
phys1cal settmg and water chemistry. The resident community of aquatic Invertebrates 
and fish sums up the mteractions of the stream's potential with 1ts landscape and 
human activ1t1es on that landscape over time. A healthy stream has an1mals that 
waltz only 10 pollutant-free waters. An unhealthy stream, inundated with excessive 
nutnents, organic matter or siltation, is frequented by pollutant-tolerant spec1es like 
sow bugs, filamentous algae and creek chubs. 

ear 
New Tools Give Biologists an Edge Over 20 Tons of Carp 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
f you're a card-carrying member of Carp Haters Inc., 
don't worry about it. You've got plenty of company 
and, in this particular case. your emotions are 
completely justified. 
Although common carp were introduced in the 1800s 
with the very best intentions, few blunders have had 
greater negative consequences to aquatic ecosystems 
and native sport fisheries. Carp uproot and destroy 
valuable aquatic plant communities, reduce water clarity, 
out-compete and displace native game and forage fish, 
and drastically contribute to increased phosphorus levels 
But let's skip all the sugar and tell it like it is. When it 
comes to American waters, the common carp is just plain 
evil-period. 
As is the case with most natural resource agencies, 
the DNR has been battling carp for decades. Fisheries 
workers have installed mechanical barriers to restrict 
carp movement, poisoned lakes and fish nurseries, 
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implemented large scale in-house nelling campatgns, 
and recruited commercial fishermen to harvest adult 
populations To elate. each and every effort has failed 
Most have failed spectacularly. 
But this dismal picture may be changing. AI Clear 
Lake in Cerro Gordo County. the combined results of 
recent efforts involving DNR fisheries biologists and 
Iowa ~tale University researchers offers the first rays of 
hope in the ongoing Carp Wars. 
"Cit'ar Lake is north-central Iowa's largest natural 
lake and most important fishery," says DNR [•ishenes 
Btologist ~colt Grummer. "But the lake does have issues 
such as water clant}. nutrient loading, zebra mussels. 
and. of lourse. common carp.'' 
\\'ork has begun on a S9 million lake restoratiOn 
proJet t that tnt ludes htgh profile acttvittes ...,uch as 
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,.,·atershed enhancement and the dredging of the\\ e"'t 
end's "LILLie Clear Lake" 
"\Yc'rc also looking at single bwloglc.lllssuls such 
as the control and impacts of things like zeb1 a mu-,sels 
and carp," says Grummer. First they needed to figure 
out the lake's carp population. "Our fi1 sl sll'p was to 
team up with researchers from lo\\a Stale University 
and implement a mark and recapture stud} " I hen Ralph 
Mahn, a commercial fisherman from llarper's h•IT), 
was contracted to aid in the project Hts Crt'\\ captured 
a sig111f1cant sample of around 6,500 adult carp during 
I he springs of 2007 and 200H 
I oliO\\ ing capture. each carp\\ as permanently 
marked b} removing a single~\\ 1m fin. sa} s (.rummer 
Commerctal netters were pa1d markel 'alue lor tht ft..,h 







Instead of loading the despised fish onto trucks for 
immediate shipment to New York City fish patty factories, 
net crews collected their money, then released each 
and every adu lt carp back into Clear Lake. To say this 
novel approach raised eyebrows and provided spirited 
conversation at Main Street coffee shops would be an 
u nclcrstalcmcn l. 
Although initially regarded as controversial by some, 
the fin-clipped carp ultimately provided the information 
biologists neeclt•d to estimate the population. In late 
November, Mahn returned to Clear Lake and successfully 
netted more than 20 tons of adult carp. Once corralled. 
fish researchers examined each fish for missing fins. 
As biologists recorded the number of fin-clipped fish 
recaptured. th('y were able to compare "control" fish 
with total numbers netted to determine lake populations. 
FAR LEFT DNR and ISU researchers search for marked carp 
during a 20-ton seme haul conducted at Clear Lake last 
November FAR LEFT BOTTOM· Ralph Mahn of Harper's Ferry 
and h1s commerc1al net crew lays out seine nets LEFT· ISU 
fish researcher, Enc Katzen meyer weighs an 18-pound carp 
BELOW Researchers clip fins to mark a sample populat1on 
used to help determme the overall carp population m Clear 
Lake, whiCh IS 180 pounds of carp per surface acre of lake. 
But on this go-round, "control" carp weren't as 
fortunate as before. This time, instead of being released 
back into Clear Lake, the unwelcome bottom feeders 
were trucked to New York City markets and converted 
to those famous frozen fish patties. 
"What we discovered through the effort was that Clear 
Lake is currently supporting a carp population of around 
180 pounds per surface acre, and that those fish average 
around 11 pounds in weight," says Grummer. 
During the 1990s, carp population estimates ran 
as high as 400 pounds per acre at Clear Lake. And as 
numbers have shown a steady reduction over the past 
decade, biologists are cautiously optimistic they may 
be on to something. 
"What we're learning is that you have to come in hard 




CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW: M1ke Bntt of Owatonna, Mmn (below) displays 
walleye and yellow bass caught while wadmg at the Clear Lake Island 
In addition to taking his limit, Britt caught and released several walleye 
Desp1te residing m The Land of 10,000 Lakes, Britt makes frequent 
excursions to Clear Lake 'I usually have my best success here dunng 
spring and summer; says Bntt 'I also do a lot of f1shing m Minnesota 
and my friends g1ve me gr1ef over commg down here to f1sh I just tell 
them That's OK You guys JUSt stay up here and Ill keep gomg down 
to Clear Lake and catchmg f1sh ." Twenty-f1ve of 27 anglers on the 1sland 
that day caught f1sh, and most took hm1ts of walleye. RIGHT: Commerc1al 
fisherman, Ralph Mahn of Harper 's Ferry, hauls m carp. H1s commercial 
net crew has asSISted 1n the ongomg carp study, captunng over 20-tons. 
cases. even large-scale efforts like commerc1al fishmg 
I'> just harvestmg the surplus and not reduc1ng 
the population " 
"Research shows that to affect a carp population you 
need to come quickly and physically remove at least 
50 percent of the fish," Grummer says. "If you have a 
population of 400 pounds of rough fish per acre it won't 
work to take half of them over five or 10 years . That's just 
farming the lake for fish But take out half of them in a 
short period of t11ne and carp begin to suffer" 
But large-scale nelling is only a single component. 
Stifling reproduction 1s key to long term sun·c"s 
"There aren't many predators out there that can take a 
10- or 11-pou nd carp. You need nets to phys1cal ly remove 
that segment of the popu lation," says Grummcr. "But 
once you begin to have a significant impact on adu lts, 
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you need to aggre,sl\ely work at the other end to thwart 
reproduction among sunh ors . Young carp need to be 
suppressed b} predators ~unpl} removing big fish with 
nels 1s not a cure. To be successful. you need to impact 
rep1 oduclion. Having enough p1 ed,ttor f1sh to suppress 
carp recruitment is critical to sulTl'ss" 
Regardh' ss of where the) occur, all thndng carp 
populations need a "po1nt of onglll .. At Clear Lake. this is 
\entura \Iarsh located at the lake'-. \H'st end. th1s -110-
acre \\ <.'Lic~nd provides an ideal -.p,l\vning ground for 1 ough 
ft~h (arp hmt' had ::.uch a de\Ct...,tating impact on aquatic 
ecolos.n lhat \'entura l\lar~h no longer functiOns a..., a trUl' 
wetland Instead of clanfy1ng and cleansing the \\all.'r of 
pollutants before entering Clear Lake. the marsh actual!} 
conlributcs lo the lake's nulnenl loading. During some 
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into Clear Lake than all other sources combined. 
Although metal grate barriers have helped exclude 
adults, at least some carp manage to successfully 
spawn in Ventura Marsh each year. During high water. 
thousands of finge rl ing carp migrate back into Clear 
Lake, become adu lts. and repeat the cycle. 
"At Clear Lake. the words 'carp recruitment' are 
synonymous with Ventura Marsh," says Grummer. "In 
order to effectively control carp in Clear Lake, we also 
need to effectively manage the marsh." 
A dramatic example occurred during the summer of 
2000 when Ventura Marsh received an aerial application 
ot rotenone. a chemical that kills fish by impairing their 
ability to pull oxygen from the water, but is harmless to 
birds. mammals and reptiles. Within days of treatment. 
the murky waters of Ventura Marsh became crystal 
IN ORDER TO CATCH FISH, YOU FIRST MUST FIND THEM. 
In order to maximize commercial netting efforts dunng 
Clear Lake's ongoing carp study, Iowa State University fish 
researchers used radio track1ng to keep tabs on how the 
lake's burgeon1ng carp schools traveled during open water 
and winter seasons. Over two years, SO adult and SO JUVenile 
carp were Implanted with transmitters, shown below, 
we1gh1ng 2S grams. LEFT: ISU f1sh researcher, Chris Penne, 
1mplants a radio transmitter into a carp. Rad1oed f1sh were 
released to reJoin roving schools and the chase was on. 
Researchers fo llowed the fish w 1th boats dunng summer 
and then snowmobiles during winter. F1sh movement, 
school dens i ties, water depth and habitat use were recorded 
durmg each season. 
Carp are creatures of habi t . When commerc1al netters 
returned to Clear Lake, the information gamed by 
researchers helped anglers qu1ckly locate large numbers of 
fish. Late last November, commercial netters located and 
captured more than 20 tons of carp during a single effort 
I 
\ 
I< _. ____ ....,__..(1 
c lear. With turbidity e liminated, submergent aquatic 
plants sprouted. Unfortunately, the success was short 
lived. Carp returned, phosphorus increased. clarity 
decreased, and marsh wate r resumed its former pea 
soup consistency. With that valuable and dramatic 
lesson in mind, aggressive management of the Ventura 
Marsh has become a priority component of Clear Lake's 
restoration project. 
"Carp are just a single factor in a vari<'ty of complex 
water quality issues facing Clear Lake," says Grummer. 
"But I think that one of the things that make this study 
so important is that carp are a major water quality and 
fishNics consideration in so many other places. If we can 
find ways to have success in suppressing carp numbers in 
a lake as large as Clear Lake, then perhaps the model can 
be refined and used other places. That would be huge." !I! 
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Lake Red Rock 
• 
IIOth Anniversary Celebration 
Plloto & E<:>sa" Conte t 
Music 
Nature Ar ti\ it ies 
June 13, 2009 • Cordova Park 
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lclke 0 L pl c1\S 
Trail Hikr 
F o o cl & M u c l1 M o I' e ! 
Art , Ac ti\i tie 
Sllal,espPcl i'C Perform ctnce 
Gco Cache 
For more information go to www.l akeredrock. org - www.redrockar ea.com - 641.828.7522 
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Marsha II town 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
CELEBRATING 10 YEARS 
Ce LLEGE SAVIN GS 
529 PLAN 
Michael L Fitzgerald, Treasurer of Stole 
Call 888-672-9116 • Visit www.collegesavingsiowa.com 
•ts Aim to Revive Economy 
ergy 
Find all the details at www.energystar.gov and 
click on the tax credits for energy effiCiency logo 
or contact your tax preparer. 
Serbian-Style Baked Carp 
Large and plentiful. carp are a fish prized across much of 
the world for mild flavor and ability to rip the line off a 
ree l. Making a comeback as a worthy game fish. especially 
among fly-rod anglers who call it the freshwater equivalent 
of the bone fish, this recipe is simple and filling. 
2 pounds potatoes- cooked and s liced. 
(We leave the skin s on, because we are Earthy types .) 
2 pounds carp fillet s w ith red meat di scard ed 
3 ounces bacon 
5 tablespoons flour 
2 teaspoons paprika 
6 tablespoons butte r 
2 medium green bell peppers, chopped 
2 large tomatoes, chopped 
2 large onions, chopped 
V2 cup sour cream 
Wash and dry potatoes and pierce skins to allow moisture 
to escape. Cook potatoes whole in a mic rowave (usuall} 
two large pota toes fo r 11 minutes) or coat with oil 
and bake in 350 oven for one hour. 
Wrap fillets with bacon Mix flour and paprika together 
and use to coat fish. In heavy medium skillet. m<'il butter 
and saute bacon-wrapped, floured fish p1eces for one 
minute per side on medium-high heat. 
Heat oven to 350 . Slice potatoes and layer 
into a oil-coated baking d ish , top wi th 
fish, peppers, tomatoes and onions. 
Add sour cream over the top. 
Bake for 35 minutes a t 350 . 
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Chef Patrick Koffma n 
Returmng to h1s roots, 
Chef Patnck Koffman fled 
Colorado, returnmg home 
to Alb1a where he now 
heads a mass1ve k1tchen at 
Honey Creek Resort State 
Park capable of handling 
weddmgs, convent•ons and 
hundreds of guests m the 
res taurant. bar and outs1de 
pat1o H1s local touch mcludes 
an herb garden to supply 
bold flavors and deSire to 
expand Iowa products on 
the menu, mcludmg farm 
fresh local vegetables, 
cheeses and wmes 
Di':;cov<. r the Relaxed Elegance of Cla""'ic Re"ort Dining 
INDOORS OR OUT, THE DINING AT HONEY CREEK RESORT STATE PARK IS FRIENDLY 
THANKS TO SUNSHINE, LAKE AIR AND THE SOOTHING CLASSIC OLD- STYLE LODGE DECOR. 
There arcn 't many places in lou·a 
zdzere on(' ran watch jaunty captains 
dock their sazlboats tlzen saunter up 
the path to rat dznnrr. Here zs one 
such place, where patrons bask on a 
massive dcck-chazr lined wrap-around 
patzo ot•crlooll111g tlte lake or eat fish 
and clups wtth a pmt tn the lounge 
PAN-SEARED PESTO-CRUSTED WALLEYE 
Pes to 
V4 cup fresh basil leaves, packed 
1 garlic clove 
y, cup panko bread crumbs 
1/4 cup grated parmesan 
2 tablespoons pme nuts, toasted 
3 tables poons olive oil 
Place all ingredil'nts mto food processor 
and mix until minced 
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Walleye 
2 walleye f1llets (6 -8 ounces, skm off) 
•;, teaspoon Old Bay Se a soning 
2 tablespoon s ol1ve oil 
~eason filt-h ,.._·ith Old Bay 
',ea-;oning. Ileal olive oil in a 
large saul(· pan ovl'r nwd1t1ll1 high 
heat. ~ear I he walleye about th ree 
minute-; on o ne side ~poon the 
pe-;lo on the fish and ltghll} pat 
down Flip the fish, pe-;lo side 
do"' n ~aule lor .tiH>Iher three 
1111 nut l'" or u nl i I p e" l o 1 s browned. 
',en't' fr-;h pl·-;to side up 
WALLEYE FINGERS & CHIPS 
WITH REMOULADE DIPPING SAUCE 
Tlzr kite/ten staff ltand-cut tltctr potatoes 
razor tlun using a mandolin cutter. 
Walleye 
1 6 -8-ounce walleye f1llet , sk1n off and 
de boned 
''1 cup cornmeal 
1 t easpoo n CaJUn seasonmg 
Vt cup fl our 
y, cup cream 
2 r usset potatoes 
Heat deep fat fryer to 350 C ul 
wa lleye in approximall' l) 1 ounce 
strip" a long the il'n~lh or the fillet. 
Combine the cornnwal and CaJun 
sea-;oning Dred_ge walk\ t' slrtps 
tn flour fir-;!. en am sl'Concl and 
cornmeal thrrd l at dull) plal'l' 
the walleye into the oil and II' for 
approximate!\ thn'l' minull" until 
the wall e) e -;l,trls to float Dr.trn 
on paper lo" el 
Chips 
Heat deep fat fryer to 350 . Slice 
potatoes. with skin on, paper thin using a 
mandolin slicer. Rinse the slices in water 
to remove excess starch. Pat the slices 
dry with a paper towel. Place chips in 
oi l and fry three minutes or until golden 
brown. Use a pair of metal, long-handle 
longs to keep the chips from sticking 
together. Season as desired. 
Remou/ade Sauce 
Yz cup mayonnaise 
1/• cup chili sa uce 
1 teaspoon hot sauce 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
1 scallion, cut diagonally 
Place all ingn•dien t" in mixing bowl 
and wh1sk together. 
"You can t get a bad view 
of the lake here, says Chef 
Patrtek Koffman of the 
restaurant and bar mtenor. 
· we are surrounded on 
three s1des by water. 
seen through banks of 
Windows that also provide 
a warm. naturally Itt 
amb1ance. Just outs1de 
IS an expans1ve wraparound 
pat1o that seats 1 75 
The lounge often hosts ltve 
mus1c and Wednesday ntght 
wme tastmgs from 5-7 p.m. 
Check the webstte for events 
and spectals 
HONEY CREEK RESORT 
STATE PARK 
ON RATHBUN lAKE 





Monday-Saturday 7 a.m. 1 1 a .m . 
Sunday Breakfast Buffet 7 1 1 am. 
LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 1 1 a.m -2 p m 
Sunday Brunch Buffet 11 a.m. 2 p m . 
DINNER 
Monday-Saturday 5 p m .-9 p .m . 
Sunday 5 p m -8 p .m . 
LOUNGE 
Sunday-Thursday 12 p .m - 10 p .m . 





I haH' a 'on \\holht'' in Fort Collin,, Colo ., \\homl\t• writll'n about bt'fore. He':-- nub about ii-..hing. It'-. not 
uncommon for him to call me trom till' mountain-.,\\ lwn· 
ht ha-.. set up a wt•t•kcnd camp somewht•re in Poudn• Hin•r 
(anvon. and tell me tlw trout ~hould be "very afraid." 
\ spinca~ting rig, vc-..t and backpat·k are -..tandard 
equipnwnt in his car. 
\\hen ht'·~ not fishing, he's into all things fishing . 
I hl last tinw I vi-..itcd. he said. "Come on. tlw IH'\\ 
Bas-. Pro Shop's opened," and a\\a} we went. 
Spinner~ and spoon' wielded by an ultralight \H'rt' 
h1s \H•apon' of choice. Then I handed do\\n Ill) dad's 
fly rod. and one Chri-..tma' I -..ent h11n back \\ 1th a IH'\\ 
fly rod . Tlw lll'Xl thing I kne\\, he was reading II) 
fishing book, , \\ atching fl) fishing D\'Ds and talking 
\\ adt•r, and tlw various configurations of tht• Wooly 
Buggl'r. fit• t'Vt'll called last spring 
to tl'll nw ht• had attacked the river 
a littlt• too soon at high flow and 
quickly \H'nl back to ..;pincasting until 
sno\\llll'lt \\a~ over. 
Aft< r calling nw about one of h1s 
t Xpl'chtions, I got to thinking. "\\hat got 
him ~o hooked?" Ile told me once that 
on<' of his fondt•st nwmories \\as \\hen 
I took him to wlw1 e I grew up. to fish 
.... onw farm pond.., in Decatur County. 
It was u~uall~ 111 tht• evening as the ..;un 
was starting to set over water as smooth 
as g)a..,s. l'lw rumble of the bullfrog. 
the bn•t•zt· waving tlw surrounding 
rmnfidcl anclthe sudden explosion 
of a ba..,, hitting thl' .litterbug he \\as 
dragging across the pond, along with 
the hike bark to the pickup to "hO\\ 
off tht• catch to c;randpa .111d Grandma. 
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'' 
madt• a la-.ting impre..;-..ion on him. \\'a-.. that it? And. 
\\ hy was it important? 
Bear\\ ith me here while I tell you \\ hy I think it'-. 
impm tant I a-.t February. while overlooking tlw Iowa 
l~ivl'r, Just then starting to wake from its winter ire cover. 
fishing seemed far a\\ay. But. it was a tall and winter that 
made me want to tear my hair out. and at my age n's m 
short <'IH>Ugh supply that I can't rt'ally afford that 
Wl' currently are ~hort in our full rompknwnt of 
oflicers. In addition to the t\'.'O count1es I'm ass1gned. 
I've abo bet' n ans\\ering calls in 1\\·o ad)au nt Lounlles clue 
to an ot lit' t'r transfer and another position not bt•ing fdlul. 
Add to that tht. retirement of my supervi-..or and bl'ing 
a ........ ign<•d "acting" super\'i-.or. Thn•t• job-. tor the price of 
ont•. I'm not complaining, but the fact is you quickly figure 










You gel into public service to serve. 
and it goes again<>t your grain to tell 
people from time to time, ''I'm sorry, 
but I can't help you." 
Virtually no one is immune to 
the effects of the economy. We have 
unfi lled positions that spread us 
thin. Add to that downward trends 
in the number of people hunting, 
fishing and trapping, the efff'cts of 
last year's floods on fishing and the 
plunge in pheasant numbers from 
two consecutive tough winters. We 
older, ahh, "more experienced" 
officers observe fewer people out 
there. Let's face it. hunting, fishing 
and trapping drive conservation 
programs, and there aren't many 
budget alternatives left when fewer 
people buy licenses. 
It is imperative that we discuss 
and determine what hooks a 
generation on the outdoors. I 
believr part of the answer is 
hands-on experience . We have 
come a long way in the shooting 
sports to where int<·rscholastic 
team trapshooting and archery are 
established and growing. More and 
more organizations are holding 
mentored hunts, pairing young 
waterfowl, pheasant and deer 
hunters with an adult in the field. 
We need to pass on the 
philosophy, too . The outdoors is 
a lifestyle. It 's a way of life where 
your very being drpends on being 
at the river, tlw marsh, the timber 
or the field It's an appreciation 
of the cycles of life. We lose 
something when we v1ew wildlife as 
a pest to be eradicated I ike when 
I have someone a..,k me, "Why are 
there no pheasants'" 
"Well, tear down :tour house, 
dump two feet of snow and a few 
inches of ice on you. add some wind 
and cold, and see how long you last." 
It makes me wonder 1f we still have 
some roads to explore 111 educatmg 
people in conservation 
I once had a band teacher who said, 
"Without some appreciation of music 
in a person there is an empty shell." I'd 
add, "Without some appreciation of the 
outdoors, there is nothing." 
We all need to consider the 
"hook" that reels in that lifetime 
of appreciation It '<> probably 
different for each person. but it's 
there. And the time we take to 
find and develop that interest and 
appreciation in a young person can 
make a lasting tmpression \\'hen 
that happens on a big scale, then 
all our lives an• richer 8! 
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CASTILLEJA SESSILIFLORA 
(Indian Paintbrush, Downy Painted Cap, Downy Paintbrush, Prairie Fire) 
lnd1an pamtbrush ranges from 
central Canada south to Texas, 
covering 16 states and three 
Canad1an provinces. The genus 
Castilleja was named in honor 
of distinguished 18th century 
Spanish botanist Domingo 
Castillejo. The common names 
come from its appearance. Some 
say. with a bit of imagination, 
the bracts-brightly colored 
leaves used to attract pollinators 
(think poinsettia) look as if 
they had been d1pped in paint. 
Some Native American tribes 
even used the plant as its name 
suggests-as a paintbrush. 
Although members of the 
Castilleja genus are both annual 
and perennial, some of the 
species are said to be biennial. 
The first year they grow as small 
rosettes hidden among the taller 
grasses; the second year they 
shoot skyward. After flowering 
and subsequent seed-set-
usually May through July-the 
original plant d1es. 
Flowers of the Indian paintbrush are edible and 
sweet and were consumed in moderation with other 
greens by various Nat1ve American tribes. Although 
the plant 1s said to have the same health benefits of 
eatmg garlic, the plant absorbs selenium, a semi-
metal found in soils that is toxic if consumed in large 
quantities. Various American Indian tribes used the 
plant for everything from a wash to produce glossy, 
full -bodied hair and treatments for venereal disease 
and reumatlsm, to making teas to treat insect bites, 
boost immune systems and prevent pregnancies. 
Indian paintbrush is one of roughly 200 species of the genus 
Castilleja, all hemiparisites-i.e they are partially parasitic on other 
plants. The1r roots penetrate the roots of other plants- frequently 
grasses-slphomng nourishment from the host. There Is some 
evidence the plant will actually suppress other plants and grasses. 
In botanical lingo, sess1hflora 
means Mstalkless flower; a fittmg 
term for th1s member of the 
snapdragon fam1ly most assoCiated 
with dry pra1nes. The 6- to 18-
inch stems are unbranched and 
covered m fine ha~rs. Leaves tend 
to be narrow, almost grass·like, 
broadenmg as they range up the 
stalk. The plant 1s unique in that the 
conspicuous creamy yellow color 
comes not from the flower, but the 
bracts beneath them. A second 
speciman, CastilleJa cocctnea, is 
found mostly in wet prairies. 
IOWA LAKESIDE LABORATORY AND REGENT'S RESOURCE CENTER 
JULY 4 - OCT. 4, 2009 
1 Oam - 7pm ~West Lake Okoboj i 
FREE and Open to the Public 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
Log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins adjoin Yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish, 
cross-country ski , snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. 
To view model cabins or for 
more information call 3 19- 360-5617 
or 563-535-7422 
Iowa Free 1t 
Fishing Weekend 
June 5, 6 and 7 
2009 






North Cedar River 
Sny Magill 
South Cedar River 
Turkey River 
Mighty Mississippi 
Call for Brochure @ 800·488·7572 
ccd necom.net 
State Library Of Iowa 
State Documents Center 
Miller Butldmg 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Likely the greatest outdoor adventure in American history, the Lew1s 
and Clark expedition journeyed 8,000 miles m two and a half years aga 1nst 
incalculable odds to explore the newly acqu1red west Only one 
exped1t1on member d1ed On Aug 20, 1804, Sgt. Charles Floyd succumbed 
to a burst append1x Only 22 years of age he is buried on this S1oux City hill. 
See mside to make your own Siouxland outdoor adventure. 
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